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Context:

•Six week pre-sessional course

•In the UK and in China

•Modular course structure.

•Emphasis on: “Integrated Skills” and “Reading into 

Writing” 

•Culminating in summative assessment (high 

stakes)

•Draft essay: 20% 
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= summatively assessed stages

1 • Draft Essay plan

2 • Feedback

3 • Essay plan   

4 • Draft essay

5 • Feedback

6 • ‘Viva’

7 • Final essay 
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Feedback process:

•Essay plan
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Feedback process:

•Essay:

•Direct, written corrective feedback (GradeMark), 

plus:

•Feedback form 

•Examples…
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Essay Feedback:

•Grademark
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Essay Feedback:

•Feedback 

Form
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Problems – For the students

• Cognitive overload in processing direct written feedback

“…feedback overload, with students being unable to see the 
wood from the trees.” 

• Low level of engagement from Ss 

• Aversion to tackling some of the more complex issues

• Quality of articulation about essay in ‘vivas’

• Lack of attempted improvements in final draft submission
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Problem – student perspective

• Aversion to tackling some types of feedback over others.

• Feedback types students DO typically engage in:

- Language (word form, spelling, wrong word choice, register 

etc)

• Feedback types where students RESIST engagement:

- Coherence

- Cohesion

- Task achievement (answering the essay question)

- Citation
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Problem – student perspective

• Aversion to tackling some types of feedback over others.

• Feedback types students DO typically engage in (MICRO):

- Language (word form, spelling, wrong word choice, register 

etc)

• Feedback types where students RESIST engagement (MACRO):

- Coherence

- Cohesion

- Task achievement (answering the essay question)

- Citation
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Problem – for teachers

• Marking burden:

- Turnaround time for one student = 1.5/2 hours. 

- Average class size 12 – 14 students. 

- Feedback turnaround time very tight (approx. 2.5 days)

• Demotivation:

- Suspicion that students only read the annotated script.

- Students lack of engagement /understanding

• Standardisation issues:

- Volume

- Code consistency
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Solution

1) Feedback in two stages. 

–‘Macro’: argument & organisation, use of sources

–‘Micro’ : language and style 

2) Feedback from two teachers

– Feedback given on different days.

3) Revision of ‘Viva’ stage

–Learner Driven (Maas, 2016), based around use of 
'feedback grids'.
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Draft 
Essay

• Students submit essay to Dropbox

• Sat 19th Nov

Marking 
Macro

• I.S Tutor marks MACRO elements (Grademark)

• Tues 22nd Nov

• Students access MACRO feedback Tues 22nd Nov

• Students create feedback grid 1

Marking

MICRO

• RiW Tutor marks MICRO elements (Word: Track Changes)

• Thurs 24th Nov

• Students access MICRO feedback Thurs 24th Nov

• Students create feedback grid 2

‘Viva’
• I.S tutor holds learner-driven feedback conference ‘viva’
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New process MACRO feedback
(Grademark)
Tutor A
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Macro compared to previous:

PREVIOUS MACRO
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New process MICRO feedback

Tutor B
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Example of a feedback grid: MICRO
(created by student in response to feedback)
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Example of a feedback grid: MACRO
(created by student in response to feedback)
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Feedback conferences ‘viva’

- Dubbed ‘vivas’ on our course due to the summative 

assessment involved.

- 15 minutes per student (with five minutes at the end for the 

tutor to input)

- Learner driven
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Findings and Evaluation - Positives

• STUDENTS:

• Student engagement

• Lowering cognitive load

• Staging of feedback

TEACHERS:

• Marking load

• Motivation
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Positives (student):

‘Each teacher can 

focus…is more 

good for our 

working…’ ‘..I will know that 
my paragraph is too 
complex for my 
readers to 
understand.’

‘The claim or 
coherence problem is 
much difficult to 
fix by ourselves…’

‘…I can go back 

to my 

feedback… 

improve my 

next essay…’

‘Feedback 

tables make 

us really 

know our 

problems…’
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Positives (teacher):

‘because two 

teachers were 

feeding back on 

the content I feel 

that the students 

focused harder on 

the activity…’

‘..I noticed more 
engagement in the 
process from the 
students’

‘…it might free up 
the IS teacher to 
focus on more 
substantive but also 
more ephemeral 
problems…’

‘…[the] feedback 
table…compelled them to 
engage with their 
feedback more 
proactively…’

‘Marking for 
[macro]…enabled me to 
focus…thus engaging more 
effectively with the 
rhetorical flow of the essay.’
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Findings and Evaluation: negatives

• STUDENTS:

• Potential for increased pressure in ‘viva’. 

• Very weak students may struggle with the feedback grids. 

• TEACHERS:

• Increase marking burden on the Writing teacher. 

• Potential for duplication or omission

• Collaborative feedback not demonstrably better than one 

teacher providing feedback in stages. 

• Logistics

• Training time required for the students and teachers.
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Negatives:

‘..difficult to roll out 

on a large scale…’
‘…not convinced 
there is an 
advantage to two 
different teachers 
providing feedback.’

‘…quite a complex 
process in what is 
already quite a 
complex course…’

‘Some students may not 
have the resources to be 
able to make changes to 
their writing based on 
corrections alone. Some 
kind of balance is needed’

(Student about Viva): 
‘nervous because I don’t 
know what to…I don’t how 
to tell you what’s my 
problem….’
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Limitations of study:

- No control group

- Other variables in the process (such as amendments to 

the assessment criteria, course materials, teaching cohort 

and standardisation)
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Next steps

• Further exploration through amendments to the model:

Pedagogical:

- no collaboration (just one tutor)

- variations to the collaboration

- variations in standardization of the process

- variations in training the students 

Research:

- Control group

- Longitudinal study
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Date for your diary!
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